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Chapter 251: Eye of the Storm 2
As the news spread further and further away from the center of
the battle,
for those who had no dedicated channel to receive intel such as
the
wanderer warlords, they were the last ones to receive the news.
Alumera
was one them.
As a companion of Theseus, the Alumera family did not

participate in the
frontline of the war. Instead, they were in charge of keeping

stability and
security in the Northern Continent. This was a chance for
Alumera to
develop. The Dark Net Organization’s sanctuary plan ignited a

few revolts
from various warlord organizations. A part of these warlord

organizations
also tried to build places similar to the sanctuaries. However,
their intention
was different from Bennett’s intention to protect the innocent.
They built
their sanctuary only to gain profit and acquire more labor force.
Currently, the Alumera family was guided by the Xiao Faction,
and Xiao
Jin had a chance to get Black Phantom to visit this place. Xiao Hai
looked
up to his father’s capability to use methods to trick and gain
power. Even
though he often recalled that Black Phantom was his godfather
and was
disgusted by that fact as if he just swallowed a pile of excrement,



Xiao Hai
was glad that Black Phantom had not showed up in a very long
time.
In the study of the Xiao Faction’s mansion, Xiao Hai reported the

updated
news they had, and he read Xiao Jin’s concerned face. “Father,
are you not
satisfied with the current affairs?”
Xiao Jin glanced at him. ” I’m still not standing on my own feet,
and I’m
still restricted under others.”
“Are you referring to Black Phantom?” Xiao Hai was confused.
“Even
though part of the reason you are in this position today is because
of Black
Phantom, the power and authority are still ours. Moreover, he is
not even
here, so he can’t have too much influence over our decision.”
“And this… this is my weakness. Black Phantom brought me up

to the head
of the house, but his influence is still limited, so he cannot touch

on the
inner policy making. Other Factions act like they look up to us,
but they
have plans behind the scenes to overthrow our position. We are

not safe. In
the end, we can only employ the power we have in the Xiao

Faction, and
the other factions never lend their resources, so it is hard to push

any new
policies.”
Xia Jin then reminded the Han Xiao’s threat and added,
“Moreover, Black



Phantom did not do this for free. I paid my price.”
Xiao Jin stood up and took two wine glasses and the precious
Maple wine
from the cabinet. He poured for two and handed one to Xiao Hai.
He took a
sip and continued. “Well, we’ll worry about that later. For now,
the Xiao
Faction has a more urgent task to deal with. Your brother Han
Xiao is a
wanted criminal of the Germinal Organization. This fact will be
problematic, as people of Theseus came on multiple occasions to

gather
information. Currently, the war is at the most intense stage, and
every
organization is trying to severe any relationships with the
Germinal
Organization, but we will not be able to because of your brother,
unless we
are able to find to and send him over to the Six Nations.”
As soon as his father mentioned his brother, Xiao Hai’s face

became
unnatural. He was worried that the man that he had setup was

still alive.
“It seems that Zero and the Germinal Organization are in a
complicated
situation…” Xiao Hai was troubled. The last thing that he want

to see was
Han Xiao being powerful and successful because he was afraid of
revenge.
At the bottom of his heart, Xiao Hai knew his brother’s weak

character and
mentality after growing up alongside him. But he still afraid of

the
possibility of a drastic change in his brother’s character.



What Zero did was clearly not what his obedient brother would
do. Han
Xiao was still scared of the revenge even though he had no idea
what man
his brother had become.
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Knock knock.
The door opened, and the assistant peaked his head in. “Leader,
Se Qi is
here to visit.”
Se Qi was the chieftain of the Red Island Faction, which disagreed
on Xiao
Jin being the leader.
“Let him in.” Xiao Jin frowned and put down his glass of wine.
“Since I
became the leader, he has not visited me once. Something must

be wrong.”
Xiao Hai nodded and waited on the side.
After a while, Si Qi walked into the room with a large smile on his

face.
“Leader.”
Xiao Jin remained silent and nodded back. He invited Si Qi to sit

down, and
Xiao Hai on the side was trying to size up Si Qi’s intentions. From
the smile
and the friendly expression, it seemed that it was nothing bad.
The man was
friendly and natural, so he did not seem like he was going to get

into an
argument with his father.
Si Qi took out a plan book, and this was Xiao Jin’s plan that

needed the Red
Island Faction’s cooperation. Before, Si Qi had kept on refusing,



and now,
suddenly, he took it out and said with a sweet expression, “After
thinking
about this for a while, I think this plan is very doable. I am
willing to
contribute my resources for this plan. I hope to discuss the details.
Don’t
worry, I will give all the resources I have for this project.
Xiao Hai was surprised and laughed in his heart. Now the Red

Island
Faction has finally bent over to our power and recognized the
Xiao Faction
is the leader.
Xiao Jin was also surprised. He slowly nodded and started

discussing the
plan with Si Qi.
After a few minutes, the assistant rushed in to the and said,
“Leader, Todd
has also come to visit.”
Todd was the chieftain of Home Faction, and he also did not have
a good
relationship with Xiao Jin. But now, he was visiting right after Si
Qi.
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Xiao Jin suppressed his surprise and invited Todd into the room.
“Hehe, head of the Xiao Faction. Right now, I want to discuss the
plan we
had last time…” As soon as the door opened, Todd saw Si Qi and

acted like
he was not there. He also took out a plan book, and just like Si Qi,
he
wanted to discuss the plan and submit power to the Xiao Faction.
Since the two largest powers had submit to Xiao Faction, they had



the
proper power to control Alumera. Happiness had come too

suddenly, and
Xiao Jin was stunned while Xiao Hai on the side could not
suppress his
excitement.
Before Han Jin could reply, the assistant again said that there

were more
people who want to come over. And just in a few moments, all
the leaders
or higher officials were in the room, all to submit power and

discuss their
plans.
Xiao Jin was lost. He had no idea what just happened. In an

instant, and
without any reason, he had secured his power without any effort.
What was
going on?
Todd saw Xiao Jin’s confused expression and laughed. “It seems

that Chief
of the Xiao Faction has not received the news. Take a look at

this…”
He pushed a document across the table, and it was the intel on

the true
identity of Han Xiao. As the Home Faction, he had a larger

information
network and was the first to receive the information. He had then

relayed
the information to the rest of the Factions, and that was why

there was such
a scene in Xiao Jin’s office.
Todd had almost pissed his pants when he learned that the true
identity of
Black Phantom was the second son of Xiao Jin, Han Xiao. He had



suddenly
found the answers to all the questions.
No wonder Black Phantom came to visit Alumera and supported
the Xiao
Faction at critical times. He was clearly trying to protect his

family.
The identities of Zero and Black Phantom were one, and he was

the crucial
figure in this battle. One could easily see that once the war ended,
he would
have immense influence over the world. This legend had come

from one of
the wanderer warlord organization, and it was the Xiao Faction.
Connecting Black Phantom’s action of protecting his family,
every
organizations in Alumera could not sit still. They could no longer

ignore the
Xiao Faction after this incident, and the Xiao Faction could be one
of the
most powerful organizations that they could rely on. Therefore,
everyone
came to submit power, and Xiao Jin was the last one to know

what had
happened.
“What‽” Xiao Jin was shocked. Xiao Hao felt that a hammer had

smashed
his perception of the world. His head was spinning.
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
“He’s my brother‽” Xiao Hai slowly lost his vision and almost
passed out.
Xiao Hai could never believe that his brother who did not have
any
achievements could become such a powerful figure today. His
brother was a



man who could change the tide of war and the shape of the world.
Yet, Xiao
Hai was still only obsessed with powers in a small warlord
organization.
Times had changed. He recalled that since he was small, he had
been the
most outstanding kid among his siblings. Han Xiao could only

look up to
him. Now, the tables had turned, and Han Xiao could not accept

the truth.
He ground his teeth, and his body filled with rage and anger.
Not only that, as he remembered that Black Phantom was his

godfather,
Xiao Hai’s lungs almost explored. He clenched his fist so strongly

that his
fingernails sunk into his palms.
My brother became my godfather, what was he thinking?
He definitely wanted to embarrassment me. That’s why didn’t

refuse at the
time.
Xiao Hai went dizzy again out of anger.
Xiao Jin’s face was stone cold, but he was not mad. It was his
decision to
approach Black Phantom, and who knew that the son he had been

looking
for all this time had been right in front of him? Remembering

that he made
the exchange, he wondered how excited Han Xiao must have

been behind
the mask. Xiao Jin sat still, and the awkwardness and

embarrassment
flowed through this body.
Si Qi, Todd, and other people had mockery in their eyes. His son



had
suddenly become on the same level as his father all because Xiao
Jin tried
to pull him to his side. The existence of Xiao Jin was just a joke.
However,
they could not ignore the power that Xiao Jin had, so they could

only mock
him behind his back. In the end, they suppressed their desire to

mock and
argue, and they submitted power of their organization to the Xiao

Faction.
With Han Xiao, the position of the Xiao Faction was secured.
Even if both
the father and son were embarrassed and surprised, they had to

give credit
to Han Xiao for the power they held today.
After the rage had died down in Xiao Hai, what followed was a

sense of
powerlessness.
He realized that no matter how angry he was, there was one truth
that he
could not alter. He could no longer see the shadow of Han Xiao.
Just with the name of Han Xiao, it solved all the internal struggles
that they
had between the factions and forced the other factions to submit
to their
power. With this much influence, Han Xiao was probably the

most
powerful figure on the planet.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
Xiao Hai suddenly froze, and tremendous fear flooded his heart.
Now that his brother became powerful… would he seek revenge?
Chapter 252: Eye of the Storm 3
The real identity of Han Xiao created a lot of interest among the



major
organizations because he was not only Zero, the orchestrator of
the war, he
was also Black Phantom, the top-notch Hero and contract killer.
When
one combined the two identities together, all the organizations
could see a
new star rising that would impact the world.
It had been years since the appearance of such a legendary figure.
Now that he was had intel that could control the tide of the war,
he was the
eye of the storm, and naturally, there was a lot of attention and

expectations
on him from everyone on the planet.
After the news had been out in the world for four days, every
organization
around the world knew the true identity of Han Xiao, and there

were two
organizations that received the most attention.
First was the Alumera family, which was the place of birth of Han

Xiao.
Numerous small organizations in the Northern Continent visited
the
Alumera family. Under the influence of Han Xiao, the Alumera

family
made countless new allies, and at the same time, the fact that Han
Xiao was
the godfather of Xiao Hai also spread around the new allies.
This embarrassing joke was a mark that could never be washed
away from
the name of the Xiao Faction. Seeing that everyone was trying to

hide their
laughter, Xiao Hai was extremely frustrated, wanting to kill

himself to end



the shame on him.
Another organization that was in the spotlight was the Dark Net.
Han Xiao
was one of the higher officials in the Dark Net, yet all the major

organization did not see any response from the Dark net. So, no
one knew
how was their attitude toward the reveal of identity of Black
Phantom was.
Like so, four days had passed in an instant.
…
When one glanced down on the battlefield from the sky, the
wilderness was
full of sand and dust. A ferocious jeep with sharp armor zoomed

across the
wilderness. Around a kilometer behind the jeep was the Germinal

Organization’s vehicles trying to catch up.
“Fourth day, this is Division 13.”
On the passenger seat, Han Xiao was controlling the camera at

the back of
the jeep to see check the situation on the convoy behind them,
and he shook
his head with disappointment. “They didn’t send enough people

again.
Guess we will get some free spare parts to use.”
Hila, who was on the driver seats, gave Han Xiao a cold stare. She
was too
busy and exhausted to say anything.
At this point, the appearances of the two people were in a stark

contrast
with each other. After fleeing from the enemy for four days, the
enemies
were everywhere, and they faced difficult battles every single day.
Hila was



not a Hero who could build equipment and machinery to fight.
Her
power came from her psychic abilities, which required energy

and strength.
Every battle that she fought was tough and challenging, and at

this point of
the escape, she had already exhausted all her power, and her face

was
covered in sweat and dust with dark lines around her eyes.
On the other hand, Han Xiao was completely different. Using
Viper,
fighting off the enemy was a breeze for him. Most of the enemies

who
chased Han Xiao were weak and easily defeated anyway.
However, Hila
could not fend off the enemy as easily as Han Xiao.
While Hila was driving, her brain felt like it was going to shut

down at any
given point of time. Even though she was extremely tired, she did
not want
to hand over the steering wheel to Han Xiao—one side was a cliff,
the other
was an abyss. At least the cliff has a bottom…

This_content is taken from
“Hey sis, do you want some juice?” Aurora, who was sitting at

the back
with big sparkling eyes, offered a plastic bag containing liquid.
“That is not juice. That is an energy drink that can help you stay

awake and
increase your energy, so don’t…” As Han Xiao looked back, he
saw the
empty bags on the back seat. He continued with a mildly

infuriated voice.



“… drink too much.”
“But it tastes good.” Aurora hid her face behind the seat.
When she was imprisoned, the food she had every single day had

been
nutrition cream without any taste. The energy drink was a new

experience
for her taste buds, and she was wide awake.
At the beginning of their escape, only Han Xiao could fight. They
had
needed to gather all the resources they could find. The long
escape
operation was naturally the stage for Heros to shine. They could

get rid
of the soldiers chasing after them, get their equipment, change
them into
parts, and create a new weapon to fight. They had to fight to keep
on
fighting and survive.
In the professional gaming scene, there were also some long-term
survival
game modes similar to this situation, and Hero was the best class

in
this situation.
Other than Military MRE and energy drinks, Han Xiao could get a

lot of
parts after winning a battle to improve the jeep they had. He
slowly
modified the engine and cylinder of the car, and now, the jeep
ran like a
wild bull that could crush anything in its path. The shell of the
jeep was full
of scratches, which fit its wild style.
The Germinal Organization’s troops were tied up by the attacks of
the Six



Nations, which almost halved the pressure on Han Xiao. The Six
Nations
also got rid of the threat of missiles, so they did not have to worry
missiles
blowing them up if they stopped in a place for too long.
Han Xiao looked at the rear mirror and said, “Turn the car

around and kill
them all. Hey, little brat, lie down on the back seat and don’t

stick your head
out.”
Aurora listen obediently.
Hila did not flinch. She grabbed an energy drink and chugged it

in an
instant. She span the steering wheel, and the jeep abruptly drifted
around,
leaving a trail of dust behind. Then Hila charged the jeep directly

at the
enemy like a bull.
Han Xiao quickly finished the modification, and his Viper Heroal

suit
had a huge upgrade. In order to adapt to the long chasing battle,
he had
equipped multiple long-range weapons, such as a triple barrel

gun turret and
the grenade launcher on his shoulder. He had additional

magazines on his
legs and on his back, with a belt carrying yellow bullets across his

shoulders. All these weapons were made from the equipment of

the enemy
they fought before.
The Hero suit looked at least twice as large as before, and it was

more
suited for long range combat. Thus, it was called [Viper – Ranged



Form].
The interface information analyzed the enemies’ formation.
“Four executive officers, thirty Valkyrie squad, and ten players.
Ten
vehicles in total… Oh, they changed the formation.”
The convey spread out and lined up in an encirclement formation.
They
wanted to avoid head on fights and delay Han Xiao for as long as
possible
while waiting for reinforcements. They knew that they did not

have the
power to stop Han Xiao.
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Han Xiao was not surprised. After he single-handedly destroyed

five
convoys, the rest of the enemies had all used the same tactic, so
he was
already used to this.
Bang! Bang! Bang!
The turrets on Heroal suits arms roared with burning iron bullets
blasting toward the enemy. With every bullet that he shot, he felt
a powerful
recoil that pressed on his heart.
The dark-blue electroHeroal force coiled around the turret barrel,
and
the damage was suddenly amplified. One armored truck was

destroyed
within a few seconds.
The convoy began to return fire. They had stronger firepower

compared to
the side of Han Xiao, and bullets and missiles, with an orange

trail in the
air, were coming for Han Xiao from every direction.
Han Xiao’s technical interface analyzed the path of the light



rockets for Han
Xiao to shoot it down before they hit their target. As for machine

gun
bullets, they could only forcefully rely on the armor of the jeep to

protect
them.
Because the firepower of the Germinal Organization was too
powerful, Han
Xiao had decided to modify a ranged version of the Heroal suit
since
he knew how difficult it is to fight when one was being kited
around.
Boom!
The sound of explosion continues.
Han Xiao fought against multiple vehicles and dozens of soldiers
at the
same time, and the battle was in a stalemate. Suddenly, Han Xiao

gave Hila
the signal.
Hila knew that it was her time to fight. Her eyes were filled with

red light,
and from the corner of her eyes leaked the burning light. She
opened the
window, pushed her hand outside, and a light red curve of flame

penetrated
three different vehicles, dealing mental damage that reduced the

physical
armor.
Hum!
Shock wave explode in their hearts and souls.
Everyone in the car suddenly spat out blood and was heavily
injured.
“Cough cough…” Hila suddenly started coughing, and her face

looked even



more fragile.
The frequent use of such power drained her energy level down to
the
bottom, but at the same time, her power had somewhat advanced.
A few
days ago, if she wanted to use this attack, she would have had to

charge up
for a few seconds, but now, she could instantly cast her attack.
Only when
people were under extreme pressure could they extract their
hidden
potential. Hila’s potential was as high as S level, and she had an

exceptional
improvement throughout the battle
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With the cooperation of the two people, the battle quickly
reached to the
end. The four executive officers were only around LV 30, but it
gave Han
Xiao two Trial Points. He realized that not only did enemies

above LV 40
give out Trial Points, enemies with lower levels could also give

out some,
but the system would not show that if it is below one point. It
would still
add the accumulated points in the system.

[The Ultimate Trial]: Current Progress 723/2000

Seven hundred or so points, I am progressing faster than I

expected. Han
Xiao looked at the battle interface popped up a new message.



Battle has ended. From the difference between the forces of the

two sides,
you receive an extra 15 Trial Points.

In these four days, Han Xiao found a new requirement to advance

the
mission.
It seemed that fighting against overwhelming numbers of enemies
would
give out more Trial Points, and the extra Trial Points were

calculated after
the battle. When he was charging through the enemy forces as he

escaped
the headquarters, he had gotten an extra eighty Trial Points. He
did not have
time to check as he was in danger, and later on, he had forgotten

to check it
since there were too many missions. It was not until now that he

noticed the
bonus after the battle.
Included in [The Ultimate Trial]’s description was ‘The harder the
victory
(calculated by the amount of health lost), the more the Trial

Points.’ Han
Xiao had thought that if he won the battle while having lower
health, he
could get more points. But for the bigger picture, he had to keep

his health
at a high level, so he did not bother losing health and reducing his
chances
of survival just for some small gains.
But now he realized what the statement meant. ‘Calculated by

Health Points’
was probably calculating the total Health Point allies and enemies.



So,
when there were more enemies while he had fewer allies, he
could get a
higher reward. This means that the mission encouraged players to

fight as a
small group against a large force, and this could lower the reward
for rich
players who hired more players to join the team. Therefore,
people with
higher skill would finish the mission and earn the class
advancement at a
faster rate. This system was to ensure a balance between rich

players and
skilled players, shortening the gap between them.
Han Xiao started to disassemble the parts from the equipment
that he had
just gotten. Destroying was always easier than creating. The
speed of Han
Xiao taking parts away from equipment makes one’s head dizzy.
“From my calculation, it seems that the enemy reinforcements

will come
between seven and twelve minutes,” Han Xiao said. “So, we can
only stay
here for another five minutes. Can you still drive? If not, I will do
it.”
“I’m fine.” Hila chugged another energy drink and boosted her

energy level.
Han Xiao quickly went through the spare parts that he had
disassembled
and took the ones that were useful. Then they drove off while

having an
anti-radar layer on top of them. The only way for the Germinal

Organization to catch them again was through a blanket search.
Visit to discover_new novels.



Ten minutes later, as the Germinal Organization’s reinforcements

arrived,
they could only see the scattered parts lying on the ground. Han
Xiao had
disappeared from their vision again.
Chapter 253: A Love Story

In the car, Han Xiao was smoking and repairing his suit when he

decided to
check out the forums and saw the post made by the Germinal
players that
he had just killed.
“Found mission target. Han Xiao’s location coordinates are…”

“Germinal has distributed new tailing missions. We are looking

for two
more members for this group mission. Leaving in twenty minutes.
Han Xiao chuckled when he saw this.
Germinal players were also trying to find him. As the mission

only required
the players to find his whereabouts, it would not lower their

reputation
points with him, and many players took on the mission for the

reward.
As the old sayings went, there is no better way to show your love

than
through beatings.
Although Han Xiao had not given them any benefits, but
following the
players from the three other continents as examples, the Germinal

players
still loved him.
Once his identity was revealed, the players became very

passionate about
him and were eager to accept any missions that were related to



him.
However, it was not like they had much of a choice. Now that

Germinal’s
full attention was on catching Han Xiao, practically all the

missions had
something to do with him.
Logically, having to fight immortal players should have had been

troublesome, but Han Xiao was actually glad that a lot of players

were
chasing him.
Aside from trying to find him directly, the Germinal forces were

constantly
trying to widen their search net to encircle Han Xiao. However,
Han Xiao
was always able to escape through a gap just before they could
complete the
encirclement.
This was not just a coincidence. The forum posts made by

Germinal
basically gave Han Xiao free information on the enemy troop
movements.
Germinal was not aware of the existence of the forums while
there was no
way the players could have known that an NPC could see their
posts.
Han Xiao’s group kept escaping through the openings between
their forces,
and Germinal had no idea how the information was being leaked.
Germinal could not have known that their own Inhumans were
the ones
dragging them down. All this did was further convince the

Germinal leader
of Han Xiao’s power to predict the future.
…



Han Xiao was not afraid of running out of posts to read. Due to
the recent
rise in his popularity among the players, posts about him
basically
dominated the Planet Aquamarine forums.
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Revealing his own identity also gave his image a boost. Compared

to Black
Phantom’s uninspiring middle-aged uncle face, Han Xiao’s

current look was
basically prince-like, and he was able to capture the hearts of

countless
female players. There were a bunch of comments along the lines

of “Well
hello, handsome…” that started to appear in the forums.
A BOSS level character that manipulated the war behind the
scenes actually
looked so young and handsome. This change finally helped Han

Xiao
acquire female fans. One should know that back in his Black

Phantom days,
all those who chased after him were just a bunch of stinky, hairy,
hotblooded, gamer guys…

However, the players’ enthusiasm on this topic far exceeded Han

Xiao’s
expectations, and after the initial shock, the direction of the

conversations
on the forums started to go somewhere weird.
Many of the players had seen Han Xiao bringing a sister-duo
along with
him when he broke out of Germinal’s ambushes. Discussions
about this
suddenly exploded.
“Why would he bring two girls when running for his life? Is there



any
doubt? It must’ve been for love!”
Then, a player who had let his imagination break through the

skies posted
this story…
“I was once a test subject. I was tortured and went through

endless
unimaginable suffering in a hell-like place.
“She was my only source of light. Every time I saw her tall figure

and icecold face, the pain I felt all over my body suddenly

disappeared. Although I

was only a test subject, and she never spared me so much as a

smile, seeing
the fury in her eyes taught me the warmth of spring.
“Maybe this is what it feels like when love finally arrives.
“So, I swore, when I one day escape this place, I will become

stronger and
rise to the top. When that day comes, I will stand in front of you

and tell
you with all my heart that I love you… “
When he saw this post, Han Xiao coughed all the energy drink

that was in
his mouth onto Hila.
Which god damn pervert wrote this‽ Where did this idiot jump
out from?
Don’t you ever let me see you! I will kill you all the way back to

level one!
This was only one of the versions that the players came up with.
Another
person wrote about how Han Xiao fell in love at first sight with
the older
sister and decided to elope with her while bringing along the little
girl!



Or how Han Xiao and the redhead were lovers to begin with, and
the little
girl was actually their secret child!
Some even claimed that the sisters were already Han Xiao’s
women, but
they were taken away by the evil Germinal leader. To take back

what was
his, Han Xiao had gone on the path of revenge, eventually
causing this
whole war for love.
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Basically, the people’s imaginations were endless!
“Ohohoho, I never thought that you were like this, Black
Phantom.”
“So, we’re all the same…”

“Oof, the little girl’s the best!”
“The older sister’s where it’s at!”
Just as Han Xiao was having a headache from all these stories, he
found out
that the players had given him two new nicknames.
Black Phantom: The Womanizer!
Technician Han: Your Knight in Shining Armor!
Han Xiao was conflicted.
Although it was not his original intention, his popularity still

went up
because of this. It was normal that characters with some ‘dirt’ on

them were
more likely to be talked about by the players.
Although my image among the players isn’t what I intended, at
least I’m
getting more and more famous.
Han Xiao could only stay optimistic. Most of these posts were not

made



seriously. These people must have come to cause trouble because

of popular
he was.
The reveal significantly boosted his popularity with the players,
but his
legend points on the interface were taking a while to be updated.
Suddenly, a new post caught Han Xiao’s attention.
“Everyone, look! I have received a new mission. It’s a large-scale
encirclement operation this time! Request for group members to

carry
me…”
A Germinal player posted his mission details, and the photo of the
map that
he attached showed a massive force that stood on what was
supposedly Han
Xiao’s current route of escape. This group of Germinal forces was

unlike
anything that they had ever seen. It completely blocked off all the

possible
openings that Han Xiao could use.
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Han Xiao’s expression grew heavy when he saw the post.
“This is bad.”
…
“The encirclement forces are in place. It will take another six
hours before
they make contact with Han Xiao.”
“How many men do we have?” the Germinal leader asked in a

grave voice.
“Sir, we have mobilized a total of eighty high ranking executives,
six
hundred super soldiers, and several thousands of armored

infantry troops.



There are also over three hundred tanks and thirty attack
helicopters. I’m
sorry, sir, but this was all we could muster. The Six Nations are
currently
applying pressure on all fronts, and we are stretched thin.”
Boom!
The leader violently smacked the table and roared, “If it weren’t
for those
bstards from the Six Nations, this encirclement would’ve already

been complete. Zero must’ve made a deal with them. We have

already locked onto him four times, yet all our missiles have been

intercepted by the Six Nations! “Humph! Now that our forces are

in place, the Six Nations will have to drive their troops right into

the middle of my territory if they want to stop us from catching
Zero. Order the troops to start closing in on him. Even if he can

predict the future, he will still be forced to go head to head with

our troops!” The Germinal leader spared no efforts in taking out

Han Xiao. He had already learned his lesson from the numerous

times that Han Xiao had broken out of his traps so far. Now, the
new group of troops were placed right around his escape route,
and he had finally trapped the traitorous bstard!
The leader believed that even if Han Xiao was able to predict this
all from
happening, there was nothing that he could have done to stop the

encirclement from being completed. He had sacrificed the

previous squads
who pursued Han Xiao to direct him to this path.
The encircling forces on the plains were to be the leader’s
decisive move to
end things once and for all with Han Xiao.
“Zero is very strong; only the older executives can finish the job.
How
many of them went with the troops?” the leader asked.



“Five in total. Here are their files,” the assistant quickly replied.
The leader took a glance and nodded. These old folks could be

considered
the organization’s strongest force. Even he would have to be

careful against
them in a fight. Their strength had already reached a certain level

and
would be enough to take on Han Xiao.
With five of them together, even the leader would take some time

to come
out on top.
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This time, the leader was confident that Han Xiao would finally

be taken
care of, and he let out a vicious glint in his eyes.
Chapter 254: Separation
The night came, and two rays of light were moving around the

plains. Han
Xiao and his companions got away from the chase from the troops.
The
plains were quiet, and they could only hear the low humming

sound of the
exhausted engine.
“Pull over,” Han Xiao suddenly said.
Hila shook her head and disagreement. “We just got away from

the troops.
If we stop now, they will soon catch up.”
“We are heading into a trap. The path ahead has been closed off.
There will
be nowhere out.” Han Xiao shrugged.
Hila jumped. “What? How did you know?”
But she recalled hearing that Han Xiao could predict the future,
so she took



back her question. Both of them had forced their way out of the

headquarters, and after the eventful and stressful days, she
trusted Han Xiao
with all her heart.
She stopped the jeep, and silence took over the scene.
“If the Germinal Organization has encircled the plains, they will

for sure
move inward and confine us in a smaller area. We now have two

options.
First, we fight our way through before they enclose their forces

on us, or
second, we wait for our opportunity.”
“If we drag this out for too long, our area for movement would be

smaller,
and our chance of surviving will be even slimmer,” Hila said

hesitantly.
“Will we have a chance if we break through the encirclement?”
“The trap they’ve set up this time is strong and secure. All the
troops are
close to each other, and there is no space or opportunity where

we can sneak
past them. Even if we head back the way we came, we still cannot
escape.”
Han Xiao shook his head—this was the analysis done by a player
who had
posted this information on the forums. [The Encirclement of the

Plains]
mission was the largest mission in the Germinal Organization,
and it was a
mission in the battle series, so more and more players came

together.
“There is a chance that we can break through their trap, but the
risk is too



high, and we won’t be able to protect your sister. But what you
said was
right; waiting around is also bad for us.”
After Han Xiao analyzed the situation, Hila remained quiet and

tried to
think for a new method.
Even though Aurora could not understand what Han Xiao had
said, she
could tell that the atmosphere was serious and dense. She then
grabbed
Hila’s sleeve.
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Hila’s serious face relaxed, and she patted Aurora on her head.
It was not the end. No matter how dangerous and challenging the

circumstances were, she would never give up.When she had been

the
Germinal Organization, Hila was as cold as an iceberg. But after
Han Xiao
showed the hope that she could save her sister from
imprisonment, he
slowly chipped away at her cold personality and would
occasionally show
her care and kindness to others. Although, most of the time, she
still wore
an unemotional face.
Hila looked back and asked, “Do you have any idea?”
“I need to make a few calls.” Han Xiao had a plan slowly forming

in his
head.
…
Buzz!
The leader’s computer received a call. When he saw the

notification, his



pupils suddenly contracted. It was Zero.
Why is he calling me?
The leader was shocked and shouted at his assistant, “Track his

location
now!”
The assistant quickly called for communication technicians to
track the
communication system.
The leader then accepted the call. Han Xiao’s face appeared on

the screen,
and the leader showed a murderous intent in his eyes. Han Xiao

also did not
talk, and they stared at each other for a while. Even though they

were
looking through a screen, they could feel the intense hostility

from each
other.
After a while, Han Xiao started the conversation. “Long time no

see.”
“Isn’t it too late for you to beg for mercy?” the leader replied

coolly. He
could tell that Han Xiao already knew that he was trapped in the
encirclement and could not find a way to escape. That was why
Han Xiao
directly called his mortal enemy to try some petty trick.
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From his understanding, there was nothing for them to talk about.
The
leader was the one in a better position, and Han Xiao was just a

stray dog
that he could catch whenever he wanted.
“Do you still remember our little secret, when I said I will destroy
your



organization?” Han Xiao asked in a slow, clear voice. “You were

so
arrogant, and I was never in your eyes. And now, I’ve
single-handedly push

your organization to the brink of destruction, and you can’t

ignore me
anymore. Now, you spend all your energy and resources trying to

kill me.
Don’t you regret it? Why don’t you try to persuade me with your

little fancy
ideology? Then, maybe, I will listen you and turn myself in.”
The leader took a deep breath as what Han Xiao had said stabbed
right at
his heart. The only thing that the leader wanted to do was punch

Han Xiao
right in the face. The Germinal Organization’s ideology was to

overthrow
the Six Nations, and the leader’s ultimate enemies were the

regime and the
country. Yet, all his ambition had been burned down by a mere

traitor. The
leader could not let go of this crying shame. “Save your breath. I
know you
can tell the situation you are in, and now you’ve decided to call

and try
some petty tricks, right?”
“Do you think you can stop me with only those few troops?”
The leader laughed in his heart. Han Xiao did realize that he was

being
surrounded. So, he believed that Han Xiao was just trying to act

tough.
“With the power of predicting the future, you have been fooling

us, but this



time, your power won’t save you anymore.” The leader snorted.
“When you
have nowhere to run, I wonder if you will smile like you are

now.”
The leader noticed the assistant on the side, hinting that the

communication
channel was secure, so there was no way to locate the precise

location.
If that was the case, there was no need to waste time talking to

Han Xiao.
Just as the leader decided to hang up the call, Han Xiao suddenly

said, “So,
why do you only send your men to kill me? Are you too scared to

face me
in person?”
The leader shivered and showed a wry smile. “You don’t want to

live
anymore, do you?”
“Still arrogant, aren’t you?” Han Xiao laughed. “Well, you only

look
powerful on the surface, but deep down in your heart, you are a

coward, and
you will never face me by yourself.”
“Want to fight with me, huh? You’ll die before you get a chance

to see my
face again.” The leader snorted and hung up the call.
…
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“I didn’t get anything useful.” Han Xiao turned off the tablet

computer and
let out a sigh.
Other than trying to scout the intention of the leader, he also
communicated



with the Six Nations’ escort team.
The good news was that the backup from the Six Nation had
arrived on the
east side of the plains. They had infiltrated the defense line of the

Germinal
Organization without being detected. They would arrive at the

encirclement
by the next day to provide combat support for Han Xiao.
Han Xiao suddenly regained confidence and scheduled a time to
meet up.
With the reinforcements as the ace up his sleeve, the operation
became
much safer.
Even if he and Hila failed to escape the encirclement, at least they
would
receive support. So, it would not be a waste of time and resources.
The reinforcements consisted of superhumans who were the best
of the best
in the Six Nations. One could not underestimate their capabilities.
“We will start the operation tomorrow afternoon, but we cannot
bring your
sister along with us. We won’t have the energy and awareness to

protect her
safety. If we can hide her in the encirclement, we can fight

without
worrying about Aurora,” Han Xiao said.
Surprisingly, Hila agreed. Bringing Aurora along would only

increase
unnecessary risk, and the encirclement could actually be a

temporary safe
space without any battles.
If they could break through the encirclement, then they could

attract all the
attention.



Of course, they had to find a way to bring Aurora back, and it

would pose a
lot of trouble in the future, but under these circumstances, Aurora
would
only hold them back, and this was the best option they could go

for.
“Sister, am I to stay here?” Aurora looked up and her big eyes

looking at
Hila.
“We are only leaving you for a moment. This is safer for you.”
Even though
it hurt Hila to leave Aurora alone, she knew that this was the only

way to
keep her safe.
Aurora looked down and covered her eyes. “I’ll do what you

say.”
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“I’m sorry.” Hila felt a needle pierce through her heart, and she

pulled
Aurora into her hug.
After searching for a while, they found a natural cave. Han Xiao

dug out the
dirt to create a bigger space and fortified the structure. Then he

covered the
cave with camouflaged material and closed off the entrance to the
cave,
leaving eighty percent of the food and resources with Aurora.
Chapter 255: The Hidden Tactic

“The food we left you should last you for around five days. Try
save as
much as possible. If you hear any troops from the Germinal

Organization,
do not make any sound,” Han Xiao said.



Aurora nodded quietly. She culled up and buried her face in her

knees as
she looked at the back of Han Xiao and Hila. “Sister, I’ll be
waiting.”
Hila stopped for a second, took a deep breath, and started

walking forward
again.
Han Xiao finished covering up the cave and noted the location.
He let Hila
drive as he sat in the back and cleaned the car tail, making sure

that the
Germinal Organization could not follow the track to where
Aurora was
hiding.
After they reached the main road, Han Xiao got back into the

passenger
seat. Hila looked at Han Xiao and asked, “Do you believe that we

will pull
through?”
Han Xiao nodded. “I would never use my life to bet on something

that I am
not confident about.”
Hila stayed quiet for a while, then she replied, “If I die in the

battle, please
help me take care of my sister. With your strength, the chances of
you
surviving are much larger than mine.”
“If you talk more in this tone, I think you will see death right

around the
corner,” Han Xiao said with his dead eyes, which he had not

shown in a
while.
Even though Han Xiao teased her, he understood Hila’s feelings.



For Hila,
every step that she took was lurking with danger. She was not as
strong as
Han Xiao, and the future was uncertain. Her sister was the sole
reason that
she had the perseverance to go through all the hardship, and she

cared for
Aurora with all her heart. She was even willing to sacrifice her

life for
Aurora, and that was why she had started to develop a pessimistic

view on
her own destiny.
But Hila’s statement also showed her complete trust toward Han
Xiao, and
this was the original objective that Han Xiao had before he
intervened in
this event.
“I contacted the Six Nations’ reinforcements. They are already

nearby, and
we decided on a place to meet up tomorrow. If we fail the breach
tomorrow,
we will still get back up, but if everything goes well, we can
probably get
out of here before we meet up with the reinforcements.”
“I hope so.”
Hila glanced at Han Xiao and never spoke again.
…
An hour later, the vehicle stopped on an obscured hill.
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“There’s still around ten hours until we meet up with the
reinforcements. We

will breach the encirclement on the east. This is the plan…” Han

Xiao took



out Viper and put it in front of Hila. “You will wear this suit in

the battle
tomorrow. In these ten hours, you must master all the controls

and weapons
on the suit.”
Hila was stunned. “What about you?”
“In order to get through the encirclement, we must create chaos.
I will go
and blow up their vehicles and ammunition. They will be

prepared for my
ability to change appearance, but I also have an invisibility

power.” What

Han Xiao said was naturally Dion’s character card, which he had

used once
in the headquarters.
Hila understood. “So, I will use the Heroal suit to act like it was

you
and attract the attention of the enemy because you are the target
they want
to kill.”
Han Xiao nodded. This strategy took advantage of the mentality

of the
Germinal Organization. Even though it was just a trick and in no

way
genius, the plan would be effective.
He adjusted the Heroal armor, opened access for Hila, and helped
Hila
put it on.
It was a brand-new feeling after she wore the Heroal suit.
Through the
display, she observed the outside world as if she had stepped

through the
door of the new world. Hila tried to move around in the armor,
but she soon



felt the dense weight of the armor. She listened to Han Xiao and

tried to
learn the confusing controls of the suit.
“What a complex design. Did you make all this?” Hila had a

slight surprised
tone in her voice.
“What, did you think the suit fell from the sky?” Han Xiao

replied.
Han Xiao walked through the maneuvers of Viper with Hila. She
knew that
she only had ten hours to learn, so she was extremely focused.
Han Xiao did not need Hila to actually master the controls. He
only needed
Hila stand her ground for a while in front of the enemies.
The darkness faded as the sun rose from the east. Time flew as

they wasted
no time training for the battle.
Neither of them got any sleep that night.
As Han Xiao realized that it was daybreak, he said, “It’s time.
There’s no
need for you to take off the suit. Remember the plan and don’t

make a
mistake.”
…
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The encirclement around the plains was like a fishing net that
covered all
routes. The security was deadly, and the troops were scattered in

every
direction, awaiting the command from the headquarters. As the
encirclement enclosed, the defense line was even denser, making

it harder
to break through. On top of that, there were mobile

reinforcement troops



that could quickly provide assistance to any engagement.
On the east side of the encirclement, a large number of vehicles

stood by
and slowly marched forward as soldiers stood outside the cars,
scrutinizing
every movement on the plains.
Devin was the executive officer for this troop. He was not a senior
executive officer, but he has Esper powers that strengthened his

muscles.
During combat, his bones would surface and cover his body. His
whole
body would grow and become a two and half meters tall with
skeleton
armor, greatly boosting both his Strength and Endurance.
Even though this Esper ability was powerful and threatening, the
enemy
was the notorious Black Phantom. Devin had no confidence in

stopping
him.
I hope that guy doesn’t try to breach on my side. I will never be
able to stop
him, Devin prayed in his heart.
The executive officers in his team also felt the same way. As the
Germinal
Organization shattered, some people lost part of their loyalty to

the
organization, and they started to slack during their mission and

protocol.
This was the vicious cycle on the side losing the war. Only people
who
viewed the Germinal Organization as their religion and savior
had not lose
their loyalty, and these groups of people were from the old era

that wanted



to overthrow the Six Nations. All they wanted was to go to war

with the Six
Nations while sacrificing their lives. The deadlier the war, the
more relieved
their hatred would be.
Suddenly, the scouting soldier shouted, “There movement on the

southeast
side! A vehicle is approaching at a very high speed!”
The entire troop looked over, and they saw a jeep charging

through the sand
and dust. They quickly realized that the driver was wearing the

dark black
Heroal suit.
“Attention! An enemy has appeared!”
Why did they choose to break through here‽
Devin was nervous and kept on thinking about how unlucky he
was. He
even thought of running away. Han Xiao had already killed more

than a
dozen executive officers, and he did not want to be the next

victim.
Suddenly, a tank fired a shell right at the jeep!
Bang!
The sound was louder than thunder, and the smoke and blaze

exploded
around the jeep.
The jeep jerked violently and dodge the shells and explosion.
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After the jeep was five hundred meters away from the enemy, it
finally got
hit by a gun shell, and the jeep exploded into pieces.
At the same time, Hila jumped up in the Heroal suit, activated the
Electromagnetic Hover-boots, and charge forward with an even



higher
speed. Hila was more agile in the new suit. She dodged all the

bullets
coming her way and sprayed her machine guns right at the enemy.
Clashes, explosions, screams, and cries—the battlefield was in

chaos.
The battle became more intense!
The situation was instantly reported back to the headquarters,
and the battle
was clearly shown right on the display. The leader jumped up

after waiting
desperately for intel.
“He finally showed up!” the leader yelled. “Send the rapid

response team as
reinforcements! Tell everyone else to close up the encirclement

with the
east side being the center!”
The other troops received the command and started moving. The
leader
stared closely at the changing formation, and the encirclement

quickly
closed in onto the east side as if it was a bird cage closing off all
escape
routes.
Victory is mine!
On the east side of the plains, Hila kept on fighting with the suit

on,
creating a lot of destruction.
In order to pretend to be Han Xiao, Hila did not use her Esper

power and
only fought with the suit.
She was not a Hero, and Hila could not unleash the true power of

the



suit. There were still a lot of abilities and weapons that she could

not use, so
she only fought with the basic battle mode. She got exhausted
really fast.
The common soldiers could not stop her, so it was time for the

executive
officer to stand up.
Crack! Crack!
The sound of the cracking bone exploded as Devin started to
expand. The
bones spiked out and formed his skeleton armor, and he was as

tall as a
small giant. Devin suppressed his fear and anxiety as he swung

his fist at
‘Black Phantom’. Their fists clashed and set off an explosive wave.
Bang!
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Such power. Hila held her breath and barely stood still. She did
not have
enough strength or machinery affinity with the suit. With only

the basic
combat stats, she could barely hold back Devin’s power.
Devin was prepared to die, but he was surprised that he was still

standing,
and ‘Black Phantom’ seemed to have suffered damage from his
punch.
Why is he so weak? Devin questioned in his mind.
Chapter 256: Breaking Out 1
Devin carefully probed his opponent with feints at the start of the
battle.
However, ever fighting for a while, he found out that ‘Black

Phantom’ was
not as overwhelmingly strong as he had been led to believe.



The legendary Black Phantom is nothing much. I was worried for

nothing.
Devin got a confidence boost and started to attack without
reserve.
The battle between the muscular giant and the armored Heroal
suit
caused a constant sound of clashing fists to be heard. The other
Germinal
executives that followed behind Devin started to realize that
Devin was
actually starting to gain the upper hand in the fight, and they

were all
surprised.
“When did the captain become this strong?”
“No, look! It’s Black Phantom that grew weak!”
“Even someone as strong as him can’t fight in his peak state after
escaping
for so long. He is at his weakest right now!”
The group of executives were then also bolstered and were no
longer afraid.
They stepped up one after another to gang up on Black Phantom.
Based on how much attention the leader paid Han Xiao, capturing
him
would definitely count as a great achievement!
Get him while he’s weak!
The battle between this group of superhumans wreaked havoc on
the
surroundings, creating massive ditches everywhere. The troops
were not
just watching either as they open fired whenever Black Phantom
showed an
opening.
Hila was fighting for her life, and she was losing ground every

second. She



could only clench her teeth as she received blow after blow from
all
directions. If she was using her usual fighting style, she never
would’ve let
her enemies gang up on her like this. If not for Viper’s defensive
capabilities, she would’ve long since bit the dust.
The Germinal leader’s eyes lit up. “His condition is getting even

worse.
Now we definitely got him!”
The leader originally only wanted to use the five senior
executives to stall
Han Xiao. However, Han Xiao’s strength was now deteriorating

by the
second. It must have been caused by the built-up pressure while

escaping.
“Who is this executive? He’s got potential,” said the leader.
The assistant hurriedly searched up the information and
answered, “His
name is Devin, and uhh… no notable achievements so far.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
The leader scoffed and replied, “We are at war, and every single

strong
soldier is an important asset. Missing out on him would be a true

misstep on
our part!”
…
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When Hila had all the Germinal forces’ attention, Han Xiao

sneaked into the
midst of the troops and was busy planting explosives underneath
every
single Germinal vehicle.
The ability gained from Dion’s character card was extremely
effective, and
not a single soldier noticed what he was doing. It was as if he had
disappeared off into thin air right in front of them, but Han Xiao

was still
being as careful as possible, as entering combat would

immediately cancel
the concealment effect.
This is such a suitable Esper ability for thieves. No wonder Dion

was able
to steal classified information with ease. He probably even went

to some
good places with this ability. Damn…

Han Xiao was a little envious. He had also coveted some sort of

invisibility
skill when he was young. It had even been one of his thirty-three
life goals
at one point. It had only been scratched off the list afterward

when he had
already gained a decent amount of experience.
Under the cloak of invisibility, Han Xiao’s senses toward his

surroundings
were completely different. It was as if a thick cloud had covered

everything
around him, and it felt quite surreal. The feeling of being invisible
reminded
of an old film that he had watched. He remembered that it was

called the
Lord’s Ring or something.



This surrounding troops had a limited number of vehicles, and
Han Xiao
quickly finished planting all the explosives. He only left a few

cars to be
used for escaping later.
There’s still two minutes left on my invisibility. I just need to wait
for the
explosion and steal a car to escape.
Everything up till now had progressed as planned.
Han Xiao returned to the edge of the battle and saw that Hila was
getting
beaten up from all directions pitifully. The suit that she was
unfamiliar with
was not able to offer much help in holding out against all those
executives.
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Han Xiao took out a communicator that was connected to the
earpiece
inside the armor and said softly, “I am about eighty meters to the

north of
your position. A big explosion will occur in a few moments. Run
toward me
immediately after and switch out of the suit with me. There’s an
armored
car here for us to escape in!”
Although Hila could not see him, she had heard his instructions.
Han Xiao started counting down. Ten… five… three… He pressed

down on
the button.
Boom!
It was as if the ground shook for second!
Like a volcanic eruption, flaming pillars rose up high into the sky

as all the
armored vehicles blew up one after another.



A wave of heat rolled over and brought with it a dust storm.
Countless
ordinary soldiers were instantly knocked off their feet.
The Germinal forces were shocked stiff!
Why did it all suddenly explode‽
Using the brief moment of chaos, Hila rushed over to Han Xiao’s

position
through the clouds of dust. She quickly got out of the suit and

swapped with
Han Xiao. Han Xiao ran along as he put on the suit. The whole
process only
took about three seconds. Han Xiao had already accomplished his

mission
with the invisibility, and continuing to let Hila wear the suit

would just be a
waste. The last time that Han Xiao had modified the suit, he had
added an
assistive device to help with equipping it and taking it off,making

it much
more convenient.
Hila got into the driver seat of the car and turned on the engine.
However,
the dust and smoke cleared at this moment, and the Germinal

forces once
again saw Black Phantom’s figure. However, no one knew that,
this time, it
was the real deal.
“Don’t you even think of running!” Devin roared furiously and

swung his
fist. His big and muscly form bounded over and shook the ground

briefly.
His talent allowed him to strengthen his skeletal structure,
making it as



strong and heavy as steel. The might of his talent was combined

with an
active skill as he threw a fist at his foe. Based on the previous

exchanges, he
had already found out that ‘Black Phantom’ could not break his
defense at
all, and he did not even bother guarding his body this time.
It’s fine if you thought you could bully Hila, but now you want to

do the
same to me‽
Han Xiao’s eyes focused, and he activated both [Surging Heroal

Force]
and [Overload]. The Mini Bonfire Reaction Furnace on his back

burned
bright red and started to make turbine-like sounds as the suit’s
power rose
exponentially. A piece of machinery would only truly become

powerful in
the hands of a Hero.
As Devin swung his fist out, full of confidence from his previous

fight with
‘Black Phantom’, he suddenly realized that his current enemy

was releasing
an unbelievable amount of murderous pressure. He instantly felt

a gust of
cold wind up the back of his head. This Black Phantom was

drastically
different from the one that he had fought against just a minute
ago!
Danger!
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Extreme danger!
Devin was shocked and felt goosebumps rising all over his body.
The next



second, all he saw was a sudden flash before an arm that travelled

so fast
that it left behind after-images slammed into his head. What

followed was
an explosive force on the top of his head before his whole body
was
smashed onto the ground like a bag of trash!
Bang!
His skull, which was as strong as solid steel, cracked into pieces

as if it was
made of glass.
Han Xiao’s left hand firmly held Devin’s head and locked him on
the
ground. The muscular giant could not break free no matter how

much he
tried. Just like a chef holding down a fish on the chopping board,
Han
Xiao’s right hand bulged up with the suit’s muscle system, and he
slammed
another fist onto Devin’s back as he activated the repulsion
device, causing
a wave of smoke and dust to spread out with the two at the center.
Crack!
Devin’s skeletal structure exploded apart, and blood splattered

everywhere
before his whole body sank to the ground. The Germinal

executive had long
since fallen unconscious. The battle interface showed that Devin

had
received critical damage and was currently in a stunned state.
“Boy, you came after the wrong opponent.”
Han Xiao shook his arm a few times as he observed the pieces of
bone and
skull scattered everywhere.



This talent is rather interesting. Was he able to strengthen his

bones?
Devin was only level forty-something, and his strength meant

nothing in
front of him. It took Han Xiao less than three seconds to put him

down. The
others who had been prepared to rush up just a moment ago
slowed their
steps in confusion.
Just half a minute ago, Devin had still been going blow for blow

with him,
yet now he had been taken care of in just a single exchange!
Why was there such a huge change? It was as if this was a whole

different
person!
The ‘Black Phantom’ from before had been fighting like a newbie
compared
to this current one whose presence alone dwarfed those around
him.
The group of Germinal executives had wanted to rush up earlier
to take
advantage of Black Phantom’s weakened state, but now, no one

dared even
take another step forward.
The leader saw all this unfold through the screen, and he could

only feel a
ball of fire clumped at the back side of his throat. It was as if
someone had
poured ice-cold water on him as he was just starting to get

excited.
The latest_epi_sodes are on_the website.
Chapter 257: Breaking Out 2
Viper worn by him was the true Black Phantom!



The drastic change in their opponent’s strength caused the
Germinal forces
to sink into temporary chaos. Han Xiao took this chance and

jumped onto
the car, and Hila immediately stepped on the gas and took off.
The car was
like an unleashed bull, and it just slammed its way out of the

encirclement.
The Germinal soldiers were still wary of their leader’s orders and
tried to
give chase. However, Han Xiao had already armed the car with

long range
weaponry, and they were able to shoot off all the pursuers.
As most of the vehicles had been blown up by his explosives,
there were
only a few who managed to give chase while the rest were all
soon left
behind.
The journey ahead was smooth, and this raised Hila’s spirits

despite her
fatigue.
“We made it out!”
The moment Han Xiao heard that sentence, he knew that

something was up.
Just as he thought, just as Hila finished the sentence, three black
hawk
helicopters appeared on the horizon and made a beeline for them.
“This is Germinal’s instant response taskforce!” Hila’s expression

became
grave. “Thankfully, there are only three of the helicopters. With

their
limited firepower, we can get close enough for me to take care of

the pilots
directly with my powers!”



Buzz!
Viper’s built in radar suddenly sounded an alarm as it picked up
five
extremely strong life signals in the helicopters. These individuals
were all
well over LV 50 and were Germinal’s strongest military force. All
three of
these helicopters were built to carry combat personnel, and now

that they
were being chased by the five similarly high-level people, there
was no way
that they were going to escape easily. Han Xiao suddenly felt

depressed.
Foll_ow new_episo_des on the platform.
“Is something wrong with you? Please stop speaking already! Do
you want
to die that bad‽” Han Xiao shouted toward Hila, then without a

single delay,
pulled out his Ghost sniper rifle and took a shot at the closest
helicopter.
A ray of faint blue accompanied the bullet as it shot out of the
barrel and
drew a line in the sky like a horizontal streak of lightning!
However, the always trusty sniper rifle did not find its mark this

time!
The charged bullet was stopped short in front of the helicopter as
if an
invisible hand had grabbed it midair.
Force-field type. At least LV 50! Han Xiao’s heart dropped as he

knew that
things were not looking good.
A middle-aged female soldier in combat uniform then poked her

head out
from one of the helicopters. Han Xiao zoomed using Viper’s



interface and
saw that she had average looks, a nasty scar that cut through her

lips, and
short hair. She raised her hand and pointed it at the car on the

ground.
Han Xiao then felt the car shake.
No, that was not right. It was the ground that was shaking!
The ground within fifty meters of the car started to vibrate as if
waves on
the ocean, and suddenly, a large chunk of ground rose up in front

of the car,
forming a ramp. Hila was not able to avoid it in time and drove

right on top
of it. The mini platform was too narrow for the car’s wheels, and
so the car
was stuck upside-down as the wheels slowly stopped spinning.
The two
people in the car almost flew out from the sudden stop.
At the same time, the helicopters did a fly-by and released their

missiles
toward the stranded vehicle.
Han Xiao and Hila hurriedly abandoned the car.
For more_novel, visit
Boom!
Both the armored car and the surrounding rocks were blown to
smithereens.
Metal parts and dirt flew out in all directions.
Five people jumped down from the helicopters—the senior
executives!
They instantly rushed toward the duo. Each of the five had a

drastically
different appearance, but all of them gave off an intense pressure.
Han Xiao and Hila went prone on the ground have just dodged



the
explosions, and Hila’s eardrums were still ringing because of it.
She
struggled to get back up, glanced toward the five executives, and
said
through gritted teeth, “I can’t believe that Germinal has sent

them. They’re
the top fighting force in in the organization, and except for

extremely urgent
missions, not even one of them even show up. This time, all five
came to
stop us. We’re in big trouble. There are two Espers, ‘Soul Shield’
Jeross and
‘Earth Hand’ Ingris. The three other pugilists…”

“Shut up and start running!”
Without waiting for her to finish, Han Xiao took off in the

opposite
direction while firing back at the executives. However, all the
bullets were
all stopped short by the force field executive.
Hila followed behind. Although she had a pair of long legs, she
was still no
match for Han Xiao’s Electromagnetic Hover-boots. As he could
not just
leave her behind either, Han Xiao grabbed Hila’s hand, increased
the shoe’s
output, and dragged her across the landscape.
Helping Hila meant that he could not fire back at the executives
as much,
but since it was still able to slightly delay the executives, it was
more than
enough for Han Xiao.
“We have backup ahead. Just hold out for a bit longer and wait

for their



help,” Han Xiao said with a low voice.
Although the enemy reinforcements would also soon arrive if
they were to
stall for too long, it was their only option as they had already lost

their car
and could no longer shake off the pursuers.
The source of this_chapter;
Hila turned her body and shot an arc of dark-red energy toward

the
executives, but doing this caused her to start coughing. Her
condition was
not looking good. If it was not for the dire situation, Han Xiao

would have
already tried to make fun of her.
“Leave me behind.” Hila, with a blank expression on her face,
suddenly
spoke. “You have the suit and can surely outrun enemy

transportation. Just
escape without me. I’m only a burden to you at this point.”
Han Xiao frowned and was enraged by what she had said. “Don’t
you give
me that self-sacrificing bullsh*t. How long do you think you can

even hold
them back? Ten seconds? Twenty? What’s the point‽ If you dare

let go of
my hand right now to stay back to fight, I won’t even bother

taking care of
your sister after you’ve died!”
“You!” Hila got angry, too. Just then, she had started to loosen

her grip on
Han Xiao’s hand. However, just when she had made up her mind

to stay
behind and buy time for Han Xiao, he had stopped her with her

only



weakness—her sister. Hila was troubled. Although she was trying

to
sacrifice herself for the sake of her sister, Han Xiao was actually

threatening
her with Aurora. “Do you not understand the situation? If you

just leave me
behind, your chance of escaping will rise above seventy percent.
What’re
you not satisfied with‽”
“I don’t need you to teach me that. Let me tell you something,
you aren’t
worth that much. If things do get to that point, then I will leave

you behind
without a second thought. So, shut up and just follow me! I don’t
need no
favors from you,” Han Xiao replied without even turning his

head.
Hila was dumbfounded. She gave a meaningful gaze to Han

Xiao’s back,
and just let herself be dragged along without saying another word
while
occasionally shooting waves of red energy toward their pursuers.
The five senior executives were slightly faster than them and
were able to
catch up with the duo after a three-minute chase. Now that there

was no
point in running, Han Xiao turned back to fight. His Magnetic

Chain Split
Blades drew arcs in the air, his Thermo-Electrical Incisor Gloves
gave out
hissing sounds as it reached an extremely high temperature, and
his Ghost
sniper rifle shot out round after round. Han Xiao made no

reserves.



The fierce battle between this group of high level superhumans
destroyed
the surroundings. Jeross’ force field power was used to blast out

constant
cannon-like shockwaves that left craters on the ground. With him

also
supporting the other executives with defensive type forcefields,
Han Xiao
had a hard time trying to deal damage. Ingris formed the earth

into
numerous dragons that brutally clashed into Han Xiao and Hila,
forming
even more holes on the ground. The three pugilists fought as their
fists were
imbued with unspeakable strength, and their bodies were aflame

with
energy. The shockwaves from their punches were capable of

doing massive
damage.
Hila tried her best to muster her dwindling strength to cooperate
with Han
Xiao. Her unique Esper ability allowed her to directly attack her

opponents’
minds. Although she was not that powerful yet, with how tricky

her powers
were and her experience in combat, she was able to work with

Han Xiao
seamlessly and significantly lessened the pressure on him.
None of the five senior executives were Heros. Up till this point,
Heros were among the rarest among the people with high levels
due to
the class’s unimpressive early game attributes. Han Xiao was

basically the
strongest Hero on the planet.



Fighting five people who were all approaching LV 60
simultaneously was
taxing even for Han Xiao. The five worked together perfectly, and
Han
Xiao could barely go even with them, much less actually defeat

them.
Jeross’ force field abilities were like a natural counter to Han
Xiao, and he

could not get anywhere with his attacks.
The most up-to-date nov_els are published_here >
In the middle of the fight, Han Xiao caught a glimpse of the

Germinal
forces that he had previously left behind. However, there were
even more
Black Hawks flying over from the horizon.
It was like a huge net that was slowly closing in on Han Xiao and
Hila.
The enemy reinforcements were here!
Chapter 258: Breaking out 3
On the horizon, the reinforcements from the Germinal

Organization quickly
approached and surrounded Han Xiao. The situation turned south

as a
number of military helicopters hovered around the battlefield.
The longer
the fight dragged on, the more enemies would show up. Han Xiao

had to
fight while diverting his focus to look for any signals of the Six
Nations
reinforcement. His anxiety grew every second he waited for the

signal.
Bang bang bang!
Han Xiao took three hits from the attacks from the pugilists, and



bursts of
energy exploded on Han Xiao suit. The platinum alloy armor

started to
show some dents and cracks. The energy of a pugilist had an

armor
penetration buff, but Han Xiao’s armor level was on par with that

of a boss.
If Han Xiao was a pugilist on the same level, under the continuous
heavy
attacks, he would have at least received some light injuries.
However, Han
Xiao acted like nothing had happened, and his movement was as

agile as
before.
The five senior executive officers’ jaws dropped as Han Xiao
handled their
attacks with ease. They thought that they could take Han Xiao’s

life if it was
a five versus one, and yet the battle was still in a stalemate.
“Even if we are on the same level, Han Xiao is too strong.”
Han Xiao fired back and pulled out compounded magnetic chain
split
blades with the skill [Revolving Slashes]. However, Han Xiao

maneuvered
the skill into [Blade Hurricane], as if a hedgehog protecting

himself with
the spikes. The pugilist would only inflict damage on himself as

he punched
Han Xiao.
The battle information flooded Han Xiao as the battle went on.
He quickly
observed the situation and thought, Ingris’ Esper power that can
control
earth and mud poses the most trouble to me even though it does



not inflict
much damage. Her health is the lowest out of everyone else, so I

can use
that as the opportunity to break the encirclement. If I use the
Flaming Will
and get a critical hit, he will at least be out of the fight. However,
it will be
hard to get rid of Jeross’ forcefield to attack him.
He contacted Hila using the earpieces and asked, “Do you have

skills that
are lethal? Only your power can get through the forcefield

without much
effect. I just need you to stop Jeross from using his Esper power

for a
second, just one second!”
“Give me two seconds,” Hila replied and stood still. Her body
slowly sent
out a dark red light, and she trusted Han Xiao to provide the

two-second
opening.
The five officers instantly noticed the action of Hila. They knew

that Hila
had been a powerful soldier in the Germinal Organization until
recently, so
even though they did not know what she was doing, they quickly
switched
target and threw attacks toward Hila.
Han Xiao jumped in front of Hila without hesitation. He reached
out one
arm, created the repulsive field, and blocked off the hail of bullets
and two
pugilists, and then he blocked the rest of the attacks with his

Heroal
suit.



After two seconds, Hila’s eyes looked like two dark red suns, she
pointed
her arm toward Ingris, ready to fire. Jeross quickly reacted and

created an
invisible force field around Ingris.
The next second, with Hila still pointing her arm toward Ingris, a
red visible
storm was sweeping toward Jeross, and he took a direct hit!
Jeross did not expected this. Blood shoot through his nose as he

blacked out
while falling on his back.
Updated_at
The psychic attack that Hila had released had never been directed
with her
hand. She could easily attack in whichever direction she wanted.
Moreover,
Hila’s fighting sense was sharp, and seeing that everyone was

focusing on
protecting Ingris, she tricked Jeross by reaching her hand out

toward Ingris
and inflicted great damage onto Jeross.
Now’s my chance!
Han Xiao used Moving Snipe and got away from the pugilists.
With the
Ghost sniper rifle in his hand, he fired a shot at Ingris while

activating all
his buffs.

You used [Flaming Will]. The attack damage is amplified by

512%.

At this moment, Han Xiao almost cried.
Oh, the lord has answered my prayers! I’ve had this skill for



almost a year,
and this is the first time I’ve gotten the maximum critical damage!
Buzz!
A thin and straight pierce right through three walls and shield
Ingris tried to
create, and her chest exploded with blood like a rose blossom.

From your skill [Lethal Critical Hits], damage increased by 250%.
[Lethal Shot] activated, the damage is turned into true damage!
You dealt 4,346 points of critical damage!
Updated_at
You’ve killed Ingris (LV 58). You’ve gained 175,000 experience.
You’ve gained 32 Trial Points.

Advertisement

“Holy sht, that damage!” Han Xiao shouted with surprise! From
LV 60 onward, one-shotting an enemy on the same level was

much more difficult when Han Xiao was at lower level. If he had
not seen it with his own eyes, Han Xiao never would have

believed that his explosive power was that strong. All his abilities
and skills made his buff higher than anyone had expected,
including the preposterous skill [Flaming Will] that he had
learned from Bennett. This was the first time that his own damage

had scared Han Xiao himself. Ingris collapsed and did not make a

sound. The remaining four people was stunned, and everyone’s

face turned green. They had never heard of someone who could

one-shot a superhuman at this level. After witnessing the death of

Ingris, fear that they had never felt before quickly swallowed

their hearts. Han Xiao pressed on while their morale was low.
However, the helicopters and tanks suddenly fired at Han Xiao,
providing support for the executive officers. Bullets and bombs



exploded right where Han Xiao was standing as dust and smoke
filled the air. Han Xiao tried to dodge the bullets, but an armor

penetrating tank shell directly hit Han Xiao, and his body flew

back under the impact and rolled on the ground. The side of the
suit was smoking and shattered. The durability of the suit

dropped a few hundred points after that hit, and the microchip

system was temporarily unresponsive. After taking a direct hit

from a powerful shell, even a Class-C superhuman would suffer

injury, while a Class-D superhuman would be in a critical

condition. If one were a Class-E superhuman, one’s body would

be shattered into pieces, and there’s no need to talk about

average human being. Han Xiao’s enemies were not only the five

senior executive officers in front of him but also the entire fleet
backing them up! “God damn it…” Han Xiao struggled to get up.
Suddenly, he felt strangled around his arms and legs. Jeross
snared and limited his movement. Han Xiao suddenly felt a cold

shiver through her spine. He was in danger! Foll_ow
current_novel on The three pugilist executive officers charged
toward Han Xiao, and their energy was at its peak. Because of
their fear of death, they used all their hidden potential and power

to defeat Han Xiao. Hila stood in front of the three officers, and
her enemy blew her hair up. She bit her tongue and forcefully

released the Necromastery shock blast. However, all pugilists had
strong endurance, and they easily blocked off the mental shock of

Hila’s power. The fists and kicks covered in energy quickly

landed on Hila’s body. The sound of cracking bone pierced

through Han Xiao’s ears as if it was a firecracker. Without any

delay, a dense forcefield in the shape of a spear pierced through

Hila’s stomach and left a bloody wound that was as large as two
fists—her organs were all destroyed. The impact of the force field

made Hila fly away a dozen meters and land on the ground. Her
hair was scattered like flower blossom, covered in a pool of



reddish blood. In Han Xiao’s mind, there was no way for a LV 40
Esper to survive under that attack. “One down, one more to go!”
Jeross said with his deadly eyes. The dark blue force exploded,
and Han Xiao got away from the force field. He quickly ran next

to Hila and checked her condition. After a single touch, he knew
that Hila’s arms, ribs, and spine were shattered to dust. A huge

hole was in the middle of the body, and all her organs were

mashed together like jam. Han Xiao took out Adrenaline and

stabbed it into Hila, but as he looked at her body, Hila’s kidneys
also turned into mush. Hila closed her eyes and stopped breathing.
“Hey, you’re not just gonna die, right‽” Han Xiao could not react.
Hila was going to be a superhuman capable of planetary
destruction and single handedly wiping out starship fleet. How
could a huge talent die here without making history? Or did he

take the battle too far? As more and more enemies showed up,
Han Xiao frowned. During a battle, rage could never overtake his

mind. He would never get overheated since he knew that he did

not have that kind of personality. He quickly analyzed the

situations on the battlefield, and the best option was to run away

by himself. Han Xiao glanced at the corpse of Hila, and his face

froze. The source of this_chapter; Hesitation only leads to

trouble… Chapter 259: Reinforcements and Traps Suddenly,
within a radius of two kilometers, all the corpses released a gray

mist, which slowly gathered around Hila. Hila opened her eyes,
which were covered in mysterious gray instead of the dark red
light. Her bones started to crack, and her wounds healed. Within

a few breaths, she fixed her bones and the bloody wound in her

stomach also closed off. Aha, she’s still alive! Han Xiao was

surprised. Oh, doesn’t this scene perfectly resemble the words

‘What doesn’t kill you make you stronger.’ Like how Gandalf

came back from the dead as a white wizard. No wonder she’s the



candidate for the goddess of death. Show them you power girl!
Hila sat up, and the gray mist faded away. Her eyes returned to

the normal collar, and she started coughing intensely. She said in

a fragile voice, “Go, leave me now. I’m too weak to do

anything.” Han Xiao bit his lips. Damn it. Why did you make

such a scene if you are not going on rampage? I got excited just to

get disappointed. You’re still a weakling! Oh right, I remember

she had an ability called [Ignore Sudden Death], where she gained
a special effect if her health points were lower than 1%. I thought
she would ignore the damage from the fatal attack, but it’s
actually rapid healing.What a tenacious life force, but this ability
must have a cool down. The enemies surrounded them. Han Xiao

was not in a good position, and Hila had become a burden. The
chance of surviving became slimmer and slimmer. “Didn’t you
say that you’ll abandon me when you have to? Now it’s the time!
Run away!” Hila’s face was pale, and she used all her strength to

get those words out. Her hand was on Han Xiao’s chest, trying to
push him away. “Okay.” Han Xiao nodded directly. He was not
the type of person who would hesitate. Abandoning her was the

best course of action, and there was no benefit to staying with

Hila. He would not make a choice that made him worse off. Even
though Han Xiao really wanted Hila to be on his team, if
necessary, he would up give Hila up in the blink of an eye. Seeing
that Han Xiao had already made his choice, Hila relaxed and said,
“Please take care of my sis..” Suddenly, Han Xiao heard an

unfamiliar voice through the earphones. “Hey, I see you guys, we
are coming!” Han Xiao was slightly relieved as he looked toward

the south. Three black armored jeeps without any plates showed

up on the side of the battlefield in an arrow formation,
approaching them at high speed. The helicopter from the

Germinal Organization flew toward them. Han Xiao’s display



zoomed in and clearly saw a woman’s white arm, wearing a

bracelet made out of red pearls, stretched out of the windows of

the jeep. The source of this_chapter; The next moment, a surge
of burning flames shot out from the palm of the women’s hand,
and the flame turned into a roaring flaming dragon that flew into
the sky and consumed the helicopter. Boom! The helicopter fell
from the sky. The three jeeps drove around the burning helicopter
and headed right toward Han Xiao. “The reinforcements are

here!” Han Xiao felt the boulder in his heart finally lifting. He
slapped Hila’s cheeked and laughed. “Seems that you don’t have

to die today.” The reinforcements were composed of the best

superhumans in the Six Nations with the best equipment that the
nation provided. The three jeeps crashed right into the battlefield

and broke open the Germinal Organization’s encirclement. The
female Esper released her power without any reservation, turning
the battlefield into a burning sea. This was not normal fire but the

fire created by energy using special an Esper power. After the
flame hit the target, it would explode. This was called the

explosive flame, one of the destructive powers of the fire Esper.
With only one look, Han Xiao already judged that this woman

was a ClassC superhuman. All the Germinal Organization’s troops

tried to turn their crosshairs on the jeeps, but the three jeeps
suddenly released smoke similar to a smoke bomb, which quickly

spread out, blocking the vision of half of the battlefield. The
Germinal Organization lost their targets, and they could not even

see their own team. The visible range was only as far as one meter.
Then, the sound of coughs arose in the smoke. The smoke

contained a strong irritating substance similar to tear gas.
“Where is the enemy‽ I can’t see, cough cough—” “I can’t

breathe! Cough.” “New enemies have shown up. Please give us
instructions, bleurgh… give us instructions!” “The radar is not



working. The enemy have an interference machine!” The

Germinal Organization was in chaos. However, the four senior
executive officers quickly grasped the situation and recalled the
view of the battlefield before the smoke appeared. Then they

charge toward where Han Xiao had been, but Han Xiao had

already disappeared. “He’s getting away!” Jeross was shocked.
“Can any of you track his position?” Updated_at The three

pugilists stared at each other. They knew how to punch things,
but tracking enemies was not in their job description. Ingris had
good perception due through sense movements on the soil, but
she had already been killed. In the dense smoke, Han Xiao carried
Hila on his shoulders like he was carrying a sack of rice. The
reinforcements quickly gave the location to meet up, and he soon

found the three military jeeps. One of the doors to the back seat

open, and Han Xiao jumped in without a second thought. There
were three people in the jeep. The driver was a Sharnuk, wearing
sunglasses, and had a buff body. The white woman with the red

pearl bracelet sat in the passenger seat. She was the Esper who
had the explosive flame power. There was another yellow man

who was using a control panel on the ceiling of the jeep. “Target
acquired, we need to move out!” the Sharnuk driver shouted

with his deep voice. Three jeeps changed direction and left the

smoky battlefield behind them. The troops quickly recovered

from the smoke and got back into formation, chasing right after

the jeep. The helicopter kept its distance from the jeeps, fearing
that the fire Esper would shoot them down. “We’re saf…” Hila

was about to show a sign of relief, but Han Xiao quickly covered

her mouth. Stay quiet and rest, will you? The yellow man looked

at Han Xiao and smiled. “I have heard a lot about you.We finally

got you out. I am Tang Tang, a member from Stardragon’s

Division 13. The director-general always mentions your name.



You have done great things. The driver is Alaupog from Theseus,
and the lady is Diana from the Maple. “Okay let’s stop with the

mindless chit-chat.” Diana did not even look back and said,
“Now that we have the target, all the enemies are right behind us.
What should we do?” “Uhm, since they still have reinforcements

behind them, we can’t afford to stay and fight them,” Tang Tang

replied. “We just follow the planned route, and we can shake

them off after half a day and remain hidden.” Hila regained some

of her energy and asked, “Why didn’t you use a plane?” “How

would you have wanted us to sneak into the Germinal
Organization’s territory in a plane? Or do you want us to be a

shooting target in the sky?” Diana’s tone was sharp and cold.
The reinforcement had three jeeps in total, and they still did not

know who was in the other jeeps. After successfully meeting up

with the reinforcement team, they were still being chased by the

enemy. However, it was good news that they already broke out of
the encirclement, and all they had to do was to spend some time

and lose the troops behind them. Han Xiao let out a long sigh. He
was providing his intel in exchange for the Six Nations’ support.
It definitely felt nice to have reinforcements rather than just
fighting alone. New_chap_ters are pub_lished on Other than

Tang Tang, the two people in front of the car kept on observing

Han Xiao from the rear mirror. They were all the aces from their

own countries, and this large-scale joint operation was only to

save one person. On paper, they knew the incredible things that

Han Xiao had done, and since they had finally met in person, they
were naturally curious. From stealing intel from the headquarters

of the Germinal Organization to fighting the entire army to get
away from the territory, all these people viewed Han Xiao as a

superior human compared to them, and they could not help but

observe Han Xiao. After two hours, the ground became less and



less firm, soon turning to sand. They had left the plains and now

reached the desert. The troops behind them could no longer be

seen, and they were temporarily safe. The dense atmosphere soon

relaxed. Han Xiao did not take off his suit, but he just left it on
sleep mode, waiting for it to recharge. “The east side of the plains
has a small desert right next to it. The place used to be a nuclear

bomb testing area, and the radiation is high, killing all plants and
animals. It will take around eight hours to travel through the

desert. After that, we will reach an area with complex hills and

mountains. As long as we avoid any base along the way…” Tang

Tang explained the escape route. Suddenly, Han Xiao’s computer

in his suit received a call. It was from the leader. “Well done, you
actually got through the encirclement in the plains.” The leader

seemed calm, but Han Xiao had expected the leader to be raging.
His suspicion quickly rose. Something is wrong! “Hehe, do you

think you safe now?” The leader laughed. “Do you think I never

noticed the team that infiltrated my territory a few days ago?”
Han Xiao froze. Something bad was coming their way. “I never
tried to stop them just so that I could get this change. I really
wasn’t be able to track your position, but at least I could track

your reinforcements. I knew you were going to meet up with

them, and from the movement of you and your team, I could at

least predict the where you would meet up. “That’s right, your
reinforcements were heading to the east side of the plains,
meaning that you will escape from this side. Unfortunately for

you, I knew this at least ten hours ago. “Zero, you are not

all-knowing and all-powerful, right?” The leader suddenly had

murderous intent in his voice. “Open your eyes, and be grateful

for your last parade I have prepared… This will be the end, Han
Xiao!” Han Xiao looked out from the window, and the hills and

valleys were filled with ambush troops with dozens of military



helicopter hovering around the sky. Hundreds of machine guns

were spread in the sandbag base, and soldiers holding grenade

launchers and SMGs stood still near the base, awaiting orders.
The number of soldiers was more than double the previous battle.
Visit for a better_reading experience Chapter 260: Unexpected
Helpers “How can there be an ambush‽” Tang Tang was spooked.
“Crp. Could
Germinal have been monitoring us all this time and waited all
this time to
catch us in one fell swoop‽”
“What’s the point of saying all this now?” Diana furiously

responded.
Their squad had snuck this far into Germinal territory, and
everything had
been smooth sailing. No one had thought that this would turn out

to be a
trap!
The situation had turned completely reversed!
Ten hours earlier, the Germinal leader had secretly ordered the

troops that
were to form the northern, western, and southern parts of the

previous
encirclement to make haste for this patch of wasteland to wait in
ambush.
The leader knew that if Han Xiao succeeded in breaking out, he
would
definitely pass by this area.
Han Xiao did not read about anything on this ambush in the
forums. This
operation completely excluded the players as the leader
remembered from
what Cyberlos had told him—that Han Xiao could be an
Inhuman—and
feared that there was some sort of a special way for Inhumans to



communicate between each other. This completely blind guess

from the
leader paid off, and Germinal was able to set up the troops

without warning
Han Xiao and the rescue team.
Moreover, the leader was no longer making orders from the

faraway
headquarters, but rather, right there on the field.
The long-awaited moment had finally arrived!
The leader stood on the sand dunes ahead of Han Xiao’s group as
his
windbreaker flapped in the air, and his face was still covered

under a mask.
Behind him were several dozen executives who stared in front of
them like
hunters staring at prey who had fallen into their trap.
The two’s eyes met in this fated moment.
Han Xiao’s communicator once rang out with the leader’s voice.
“Didn’t you wanted to fight me? Now that I’m right here, do you
dare
come?”
Han Xiao released a breath and said, “Not bad…”

This move by the leader was outside of Han Xiao’s expectations,
but in
hindsight, it was not too surprising. The two’s conversation last

night had
not only been used by Han Xiao to probe his enemy; the leader
had also
used it to his advantage.
As the prey in the middle of enemy territory, it was way too hard
to always
make flawless plans to react to the enemy’s movements. Faced
with



Germinal troops encroaching from all directions, it was
impossible for Han
Xiao to predict everything, given his limited resources. Getting
this far was
already a feat in and of itself.
The Germinal leader finally got him back for being trolled so
many times!
If they had not been standing on opposing sides, Han Xiao would

have
wanted to give a standing ovation for the leader.
How hard did he work? It was too touching!
No plan could always work. There were always unpredictable
factors, and
now that they had run into this situation, they could only rely on

their own
strength. All Han Xiao had done up till this point was help himself

amass
strength. Now, he was standing right in front of the limit of

Version 1.0, just
a step away from breaking through the LV 60 threshold.
This dangerous situation was also filled with opportunity.
Approximately ten C-class superhumans against thousands of

heavily
armed elite soldiers and fifty executive offices!
“What more is there to say? Let’s just do it.”
Visit for a better_user experience
Han Xiao was calm as he turned off the communicator. There was
still
about half a minute before the two sides would clash, and he used
the time
to inspect his own status.
Viper still has 61% of energy, about 4,200 armor points, 3,800
health



points, which is about 87%; about above-average form.
His mission details showed that [The Ultimate Trial] had reached
815/2000
in completion.
The enemy forces are numerous with very high firepower. Our
advantage
lies in our individual fighting strength, Han Xiao thought as he

hoped that
his teammates in the other cars who he had not met would not let
him
down.
A mission suddenly popped out in the interface.

You have triggered C Class special mission, [The Traitor’s

Ambush]!
Mission Requirements: Defeat the Germinal leader. Must deal at

least 60%
of the total damage.
Mission Award: Lottery draw on two of the leader’s skills or

talents.

Han Xiao’s eyes flashed when he saw this. At least sixty percent…
This
won’t be easy.
He had not fought the leader before this, and the leader was a

main
character on Planet Aquamarine, just like Bennett. He was
certainly
extremely strong. In his current form, putting aside defeating the
leader,
Han Xiao might even struggle to shave off a third of his health
even if he
went all out.



Moreover, there would be countless obstacles in his way on the

battlefield.
Han Xiao might not even be able to single out the leader.
However, despite
its high difficulty, the mission reward was very tempting to Han

Xiao.
As a main character on the planet, the leader had to have some

pretty
amazing skills and talents. He might even have the legendary

Lucky Halo.
It would be like hitting the jackpot if Han Xiao were to get that.
However,
when he thought about Germinal’s pitiful condition, Han Xiao

started to
have doubts. Uhm… He should have the Lucky Halo… right?
Then, everyone was pushed back into their seats as the three cars

accelerated toward the enemy.
Tang Tang said in a grave voice, “Everyone, ready up!”
…
“This is our chance to take out Zero and the Six Nation’s top
fighting force
once and for all.”
The leader looked down on the fast approaching cars as he stood
on the
dune.
He had only had ten or so hours to mobilize these troops, and the

heavier
vehicles like tanks had been left behind. The main force of the

ambush
consisted of thousands of foot soldiers who would provide cover
fire along
with over ten attack helicopters. The dozens of executives behind
him and



the leader were the trump cards.
“Fire!”
At once, gunfire exploded across the battlefield, sounding like

countless
thunder strikes. A hail of bullets flew in from all directions,
virtually
covering all the empty spaces. The rescue team was trapped in

the middle
like a caged beast. At the same time, a semi-transparent circular
force field
expanded and covered the three cars. All the attacks landed
unceasingly on
the energy barrier, causing it to flicker constantly. However, the
cars in the
center remained unharmed throughout.
The source of this_chapter;
The cars continued to move at a high speed, leaving a trail of

black smoke
as attack after attack landed on them. The large number of mines

that were
planted in the sands exploded upon contact with the barrier,
causing yellow
sand to fill the sky. The barrier was growing dimmer by the

second.
This barrier came from the inside of the car on the left side at the
rear of the
group. Under the protection of the barrier, the Six Nations’ forces
were able
to approach their enemy without taking much damage.
“Ordina’s ‘Azure Protector’ Fazzad.” The Germinal leader was

calm. He had
an impression of all the top fighters of each nation, and he could

pretty



much guess their identities just by seeing their powers in action.
The rescue team was about to smash right into enemy formations,
but the
leader remained unfazed. He sent out some orders, and the

Germinal troops
repositioned themselves to encircle the cars while keeping a safe
distance
instead of clashing head-on. He understood that ordinary troops

had no
chance against a group of extremely powerful superhumans, so he
had long
been prepared for it.
The cars were soon stuck in the middle of the swarms of Germinal
forces,
and the leader’s eye flashed. “Let me see. Who else is here?”
“Go!” Diana was the first out of the car and immediately blasted

gusts of
flame out of her hands toward the surrounding troops. Three of
the machine
gun nests in her immediate vicinity were turned into raging
infernos.
The driver, Alaupog, was a Sanu warrior. People of the Sanu tribe

were
born with patterned stripes on their skins. These stripes lit up in

bright red
as Alaupog entered the battle. The stripes snaked around and

covered more
skin, and his whole body started to grow larger, causing his shirt

to rip,
eventually allowing him to grow into a four-meter-tall giant. He
was like a
humanoid tank as he smashed through the Germinal ranks,
causing bodies
to fly up into the sky along the way.



Aside from these three, the other two people in the car also

stepped off to
join the fight. One was fully equipped with a heavily armored

Heroal
suit that made him resemble a rhino. His weapon was a

specially-crafted
two-handed hammer with rocket boosters built into one end [1.
This is
similar to Reinhardt’s hammer in Overwatch]. The other
newcomer let out
an animalistic roar before he summoned a flood of bugs out of the
desert
ground that tore countless Germinal soldiers into pieces. It was a
genuine
beast summoning skill, much stronger than Han Xiao’s half-assed
[Call of
The Wild]. Fazzad also continued to supply his allies with a

glowing
protective barrier.
The dozens of Germinal executives rushed forward to meet their
foe.
Although they were up against the best fighters of the Six Nations,
they
soon turned the battle into a stalemate due to their numerical
advantage and
impressive teamwork.
The superhumans went all out with their respective abilities and
caused
chaos in the surrounding battlefield.
Han Xiao dragged the still-recovering Hila out of the car, and he

found out
that these people were all familiar faces. They were all famous

people on
Planet Aquamarine.



Each of them was their own nation’s highest fighting force. In the
past,
players had to earn an astronomical amount of reputation points
before they
even had a chance to make contact with these NPCs. Now, these
powerful
characters had all come together, all for Han Xiao.
Han Xiao had truly built up a fearsome influence for himself.
In this war, at least, he was the most significant player.
All the powerful helpers that had appeared up till now had been
within the
leader’s predictions. He had already made plans for each and

every one of
them. Although the ambushing force would suffer heavy

casualties, it
would still be well worth it to be able to eliminate this team of
elite fighters.
The leader glanced at Han Xiao, who stood some distance away,
and his
eyes turned sharp, as if locking on to a prey. With every single

step the
leader took, his life force gusted out of his body in the form of

dark purple
flames, and the flames were still increasing in intensity with

every step.
He had even dreamed of squashing Han Xiao’s brain himself.
The Germinal leader’s power level was in an unknown territory,
and the Six
Nations’ forces present all showed a hesitant look on their faces
when he
approached.
“Can you take care of yourself?” Han Xiao did not even turn his

head. If the



leader wanted him, he would get him. No matter what, Han Xiao

steeled
himself as he would not back down from this fight.
“No problem,” said Hila through gritted teeth.
Han Xiao nodded, took a deep breath, and made sure he was in

tip-top form

before he started to take strides toward the leader. However,
suddenly,
another burst of monstrous life force could be felt from another
side of the
battlefield. This new presence suppressed the leader’s life force

and took
away everyone’s attention!
A familiar figure then stepped out of the last car with a clean-cut
hair,
heroic facial features, and neatly arranged clothing surrounded

by raging
white flames.
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
Bennett!
The Germinal leader was shocked, and his gaze faltered.
Why was the Dark Net’s leading figure part of the rescue team‽
The Germinal leader never would have guessed that the Dark Net
leader,
who had always been neutral, would step onto the battlefield

himself.
Bennett was completely outside of his pre-arranged plans for the

Six
Nations’ forces. With Bennett’s strength alone, there was now no

way to
know the outcome of this fight. All the previous calculations were
useless.
Not only that, four more experts that were not affiliated with the



Six
Nations stepped out of the car following Bennett. Two of them

were elite
fighters of the Dark Net and were not any weaker than the Six
Nations’
superhumans. The other two were Han Xiao’s

acquaintances—Hannes and
Vernia, whom he had previously met in Maple. Han Xiao had

accepted a
secret main story quest line from these two, and they were very

grateful to
him.
All these powerful people had come in Han Xiao’s aid!
Han Xiao stopped his steps and remarked, “Why are you here?
How did
you get mixed up into the rescue team?”
Bennett only gave Han Xiao a glance and could not be bothered to
reply. He
was still mad about Han Xiao not telling him about his secret dual
identity
beforehand and did not want to talk to him.
Although Dark Net started out with a neutral position when this
war first
erupted, Bennett realized that the information that Han Xiao had

stolen
from the Germinal headquarters was key to ending this war.
Bennett had started the Shelter plan to save lives, and now that

he had
found an opportunity to end the war once and for all, he had
finally decided
to change his neutrality in this conflict. The Dark Net still had not
supplied
any resources into this war, but he had come himself, as his own
person—



with some helpers, of course!
Bennett and his group truly regarded Han Xiao as one of their
own! He
made this risky move as he had absolute confidence in his own
capability;
he was publicly acknowledged on Planet Aquamarine as one of
the
strongest superhumans.
“Leave him to me,” Bennett said as he looked calmly at the

Germinal
leader. It was as if the bullets that rained down around him were

nonexistent.
The Germinal leader had a dark look on his face, and he was

burning up out
of fury from the inside.
Bennett stood right in front of him, seemingly trying to defend

Han Xiao no
matter what. The leader knew that he would not be able to get to

Han Xiao
unless he dealt with Bennett first.
“The famous Germinal leader. It is said that not a single person

has seen
you go all out on the battlefield. Looks like it’s my lucky day

today,”
Bennett said with a smile on his face, yet his words carried
unspeakable
strength.
“You think you can touch my people without asking me first‽”
The leader remained silent as his walk turned into a sprint and
then into a
streak of black afterimages. Bennett also did not show any

weakness as he
turned into a gust of white flame and clashed with his enemy.
From Han Xiao’s observations, Bennett had triggered [Burning



Will]. From
his overpowered Lucky Halo, he had definitely gotten the highest

quintuple
critical on that attack.
Dark purple and white flames struck each other.
Booooom!
The scene looked like hell had broken loose as thunderous
explosions
sounded around the fight, causing ordinary soldiers to start

bleeding from
their ears.
It was a showdown between the two of the Planet’s protagonists!
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
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